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ABSTRACT
In Hindustani Dhrupad vocal improvisation singers often appear to engage with melodic ideas by manipulating intangible, imaginary objects and materials with their hands, such as through stretching, pulling, and pushing. This observation suggests that some patterns of change in acoustic features of the voice allude to the interactions that objects through their physical properties can afford and they are defined by the sensation of effort required for fighting against or yielding in to the resistance involved in the interaction.

The present study reports on the exploration of relationships between the voice, the interaction possibilities of malleable (elasticity) vs. rigid (weight/friction) objects and the physical effort they appear to require as perceived by an observer in Dhrupad vocal improvisation.

1. INTRODUCTION
With the recent shift towards embodied approaches in music performance, physical effort has often been highlighted as an important aspect of expressivity. In fact, the lack of expressivity in designed gesture-sound interactions has been attributed by [1] to the rupture of the so-called ‘efforted-input paradigm’. However, systematic approaches to the role of effort still remain limited. In this study we understand effort as a concept which reflects the active or passive attitude of the person in fighting against or giving in to the physical conditions that influence the movement while trying to achieve an intentional task [2].

The current work is ultimately intended to enhance the design of mappings in Virtual Musical Instruments [3], in which imaginary objects are sculpted to produce sounds. It proposes to achieve this by taking advantage of the physical effort induced by familiar gestures associated with handling real objects in our natural environment and thus by making sound sculpting feel more ‘physically plausible’ [4].

To meet this end, the current paper uses the ecologically valid setting of real performances, in order to concentrate on melodic factors without having to take into account the metrical structure or the lyrical content of the later stages of a raga performance. Real performances rather than designed experiments were used, in order to insure ecological validity in the approach of the subject. Thus, all recordings were conducted in domestic spaces in India (2010). The recording sessions included video, audio and motion recordings (10-camera Optitrack passive marker mocap system) and were followed by interviews.

First, we applied thematic analysis to the interview material to identify action-based metaphors, which informed the annotation process of the video material that followed. For the video analysis we relied on third-person observations that aimed at identifying, labeling and later classifying the audio-visual material in terms of recurrent types (categorical descriptors) of MIIOMs, as well as perceived effort levels (numerical) that appear to be exerted by the performer in a range between 0 (lowest) and 10 (highest).

The annotations (cross-validated by two choreographers/dancers) were used in the quantitative part of the analysis as the response values of models that were fit to the measured movement and sonic features in order to (a) estimate the annotated effort levels (numerical, through linear regression) and (b) classify gestures (categorical, through logistic regression), specifically discriminating between interactions with elastic vs. rigid objects. The features that were used for estimating the responses were computed by first extracting continuous (time-varying) movement and audio features from the raw movement and audio data respectively and then computing representative statistical global measures (such as mean, SD, min, max). The movement and audio features
reported in [5] were first used as a starting point, but then a number of alternative features were also explored that were meant to raise the explained variance of the estimated responses.

3. RESULTS

Two variations of models were developed for each task (effort estimation and gesture classification):

(a) a model that best fits each individual performer, thus better reflecting the idiosyncratic aspect of the individual singer and
(b) a model that can better describe shared cross-performer behaviours.

3.1. Effort estimation

3.1.1. Idiosyncratic schemes:

Different idiosyncratic schemes of associating the perceived physical effort with acoustic and movement features were identified through linear regression, that are based on the pitch space organisation of the raga and the mechanical strain of voice production.

- In the case of Hussain, the use of 5 non-collinear audio and movement features yielded a good fit ($R^2$) of about 60%. According to the results, higher bodily effort levels are required for slower movements that involve moving the hands wider apart and exhibit a larger speed variation. They are accompanied by singing melodic glides that start from lower degrees (closer to the lower tonic) and ascend to higher degrees (further away from the lower tonic) of the scale within the boundaries of each individual octave, in other words for larger melodic movements that move higher up in the octave. Pitch values are calculated here on a relative logarithmic scale and thus they describe glides associated with particular degrees of the melodic scale, better describing characteristic qualities of the specific raga.

- In the case of Sahu, the use of 4 non-collinear audio and movement features yielded an adequately good fit ($R^2$adj) of about 44%. According to the results, higher bodily effort is required for hand movements that exhibit a larger variation of hand divergence (change of speed in moving the hands apart or closer to each other), with a strong mean acceleration in the beginning (onset). They are accompanied by larger melodic glides that reach up to higher maximum pitches. In this case, pitch is expressed in an absolute logarithmic scale, which better reflects the mechanics of voice production. As the alap is organised based on a gradual ascent towards the pitch climax, pitch is here also representative of the alap macro-structure.

3.1.2. Generic scheme:

A more generic cross-performer effort estimation was achieved by almost identical general logistic models for the two singers, yielding a good fit (AUC) of about 86% (with 3 features) for Hussain and 78% (with 4 features) for Sahu respectively. According to these models, interactions with elastic objects are more likely to be performed at lower pitches for larger melodic movements (calculated on an absolute logarithmic scale), and with the hands moving further apart for Hussain and less apart but faster in the case of Sahu.

3.2. Gesture (MIIOM) classification

3.2.1. Idiosyncratic schemes:

Different modes of gesture class association to acoustic and movement features were identified through logistic regression, that are based on regions of particular interest in the raga pitch space organization and analogous cross-domain morphologies.

- In the case of Hussain, the use of 5 non-collinear audio and movement features yielded a high classification rate (AUC) of about 95%. According to the results, it is more likely that interactions with elastic objects are performed by hand gestures that exhibit a low absolute mean acceleration value and a large variation in the hands’ divergence (speed in moving the hands apart). They are associated with slower and larger melodic movements that ascend to a higher degree of the scale. The highest degree of the scale ($7^{th}$) in raga Jaunpuri is the most unstable and therefore it dictates a change in pitch movement direction from ascent to descent (i.e. a double pitch glide, changing direction on the $7^{th}$ degree), which is similar to the direction change of the hands when interacting with an elastic object. It could be therefore suggested that the MIIOM type is associated with the grammatical rules of the raga.

- In the case of Sahu, the use of 4 non-collinear audio and movement features yielded a high classification rate (AUC) of about 80%. According to the results for Sahu, interactions with elastic objects are more likely to be performed with pitch movements of a larger interval and larger duration and with the hands moving faster and remaining bound to each other.

3.2.2. Generic scheme:

A more generic cross-performer MIIOM classification was achieved by almost identical general logistic models for the two singers, yielding a good fit (AUC) of about 86% (with 3 features) for Hussain and 78% (with 4 features) for Sahu respectively. According to these models, interactions with elastic objects are more likely to be performed at lower pitches for larger melodic movements (calculated on an absolute logarithmic scale), and with the hands moving further apart for Hussain and less apart but faster in the case of Sahu.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Based on the results, we rejected the null-hypothesis that gesture and effort are unrelated to the melody and found statistically significant movement and sound features that (a) best fit each individual performer and (b) describe the phenomena in the most generic way across performers in estimating effort and classifying MIIOMs.

Overall, models were more heavily dependent on acoustic rather than movement features and there was a bigger overlap of acoustic rather than movement features between models. This observation possibly highlights a stronger idiosyncratic factor in how MIIOMs are manually performed, which renders the task of describing them through a small number of movement features as non-trivial.

Findings indicate that despite the flexibility in the way a Dhrupad vocalist might use his hands while singing, the high degree of association between classes of virtual interactions and their exerted effort levels with melody provides good evidence for non-arbitrariness; this may reflect the dual nature of mapping in being associated with the mental organisation of the melodic context, the mechanical strain of vocalization, the alap...
macro-structure and shared cross-modal morphologies. This conclusion leads us to further suggest that in designing an electronic musical instrument, a more flexible mapping scheme should be aimed for, which would enable a performer to switch between mapping modes.

By taking an embodied approach and mapping effort to a combination of features from both domains (auditory and movement), this work can contribute to the enhancement of mapping strategies in empty-handed artificial interactions on the grounds of physical plausibility and effort in sound control; novel interaction paradigms can be developed which are inspired by our interaction with the real world.
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